A degree of parallelism is an equivalence class of Scott-continuous functions which are relatively de nable each other with respect to the language PCF (a paradigmatic sequential language). We introduce an in nite (\bi-dimensional") hierarchy of degrees. This hierarchy is inspired by a representation of rst order continuous functions by means of a class of hypergraphs. We assume some familiarity with the language PCF and with its continuous model.
Introduction
A natural notion of relative de nability in the continuous type hierarchy is given by the following de nition:
De nition 1 Given two continuous functions f and g, we say that f is less parallel than g (f par g) if there exists a PCF-term M such that jMj ]g = f.
A degree of parallelism is a class of the equivalence relation associated to the preorder par .
In this paper we deal with degrees of parallelism of rst order boolean functions, i.e. of functions which take tuples of booleans as arguments and give booleans as results. PCF-de nability for rst order functions is fully characterized by the notion of sequentiality (in any of its formulations), and Sieber's sequentiality relations ( 6] ) provide a characterization of rst order degrees of parallelism. Moreover this characterization is e ective: given f and g one can decide if f par g, and recently A. Stoughton ( 7] ) has implemented an algorithm which solves this decision problem.
Nevertheless, as far as I know, there is little knowledge of the structure of the partial order par on rst order boolean functions.
A well known fact is that any continuous function(al) is less parallel than the \parallel or" function (the non-strict binary disjunction) ( 4] ), and we also know a that any rst order stable function is less parallel than the BerryPlotkin function ( 3] , p. 334), but there is a lack of general results about the poset of degrees, whose structure turns out to be quite complicated, already at rst order. Sazonov's paper 5] may be considered as a rst step toward a systematic study of the poset of degrees of parallelism.
In this paper we give a geometric account of rst order degrees of parallelism, by representing rst order functions as hypergraphs which higlight the structure of linearly coherent 1 subsets in the trace of the function. Then we introduce a hierarchy of functions ff (n;m) g n m2! which has the property that f (n;m) par f (n 0 ;m 0 ) if and only if there exists a morphism from the hypergraph associated to f (n;m) to the hypergraph asociated to f (n 0 ;m 0 ) .
Throughout the paper PCF terms will be written in uncurryed form (as n-ary functions), and some \macros" like a syntactic ? and a sequential conjunction^wil be used. The set of coherent subsets of B n is noted C(B n ). 
The following proposition states that strong stability captures the notion of sequential de nability, at least at rst order. H(G) = (f1; 2; 3g; ff1; 2; 3gg; C H(G) (1) = C H(G) (2) = white; C H(G) (3) = black) H(Por) = (f1; 2; 3g; ff1;2g;f1;2;3gg;C H(Por) (1) = C H(Por) (2) = white; C H(Por) (3) = black) This entails that U = fu 1 ; : : :; u k g is coherent, and that any element of U has a lower bound in 1 (tr(g)). Hence there exists an Egli-Milner lower bound A of U in 1 (tr(g)), and 1 < #A k 4 , which is absurd. We de ne now a set of boolean functions ff (n;m) g such that for all n; m (with 3 n m), H(f (n;m) ) = h (n;m) , and we show that for all n; m; n 0 ; m 0 f (n;m) par f (n 0 ;m 0 ) if and only if n > C m;n 0 ;m 0 . We start by showing how to construct, for any given h (n;m) , a boolean function f such that H(f) = h (n;m) . The trace of f has to contain m elements, its second projection has to be the singleton ftrueg and for any subset A of the rst projection of the trace, A has to be coherent if and only if #A n. Before describing the general method for constructing such a function f, let us consider an example: example 3: The function f described by the following trace (that we represent as a matrix), is such that H(f) = h (3;4) Actually a subset of the rst projection of this trace is coherent if and only if its cardinality is at least 3, since for any binary subset fi; jg of rows there exists a column l such that the elements (i; l) and (j; l) are de ned and di erent.
For constructing a function f (n;m) whose associated hypergraph be h (n;m) we have just to generalize the idea above: for any subset of less then n rows (and of at least two rows), it must exist a column which makes that subset uncoherent. The arity of the function is P n?1 i=2 C i m 5 , and in the jth column, only elements corresponding to rows in the jth subset (with respect to an enumeration whatsoever) will be de ned, say by true for the rst row in that subset and by false for the other rows. example 4:
The following matrix represents 1 Since F is strongly stable, the function g i : B k ! B de ned by g i = i F is strongly stable, for any i k 0 , since projections are strongly stable functions, and strong stability is preserved by composition. The g i 's are rst order functions, hence by proposition 1, for all i k 0 there exists a PCF term t i (x 1 ; : : :; x k ) which de nes g i . Consider the term M = y x 1 x 2 : : :x k y(t 1 (x 1 x 2 : : :x k ); t 2 (x 1 x 2 : : :x k ); : : :; t k 0(x 1 x 2 : : :
In order to prove that jMj ]f (n 0 ;m 0 ) = f (n;m) we just remark that, by construc- (remark that C 4;3;3 = 3) (we refers to example 4) Any surjective function f : f1; 2; 3; 4g ! f1; 2; 3g satis es the condition of being a morphism from h (4;4) to h (3;3) ; let us choose for instance f(1) = f(4) = 1 f(2) = 2 f(3) = 3
The corresponding Hence f (n;m) par f (n 0 ;m 0 ) if and only if n > C m;n 0 ;m 0 . In order to draw a picture of (a part of) this hierarchy of degrees, let us compute some typical value of C i;j;l : C n+1;n;n = 2 + (n ? 2) = n ) 8n 3 f (n+1;n+1) par f (n;n) C n;n?1;n+1 = n ? 2 ) 8n 4 f (n?1;n) par f (n?1;n+1) C n+1;n?1;n = 2 + (n ? 3) = n ? 1 ) 8n 4 f (n;n+1) par f (n?1;n)
We can prove that the inequalities above are strict by using the same method: for the rst one we have for instance C n;n+1;n+1 = n ) 8n f (n;n) 6 par f (n+1;n+1)
The following picture shows some degrees in the hierarchy: 
Conclusion
The hypergraph that we associate to a function f brings some information about the degree of parallelism of f. Actually, as shown by exemple 2, the existence of a morphism from H(f) to H(g) is not a necessary condition for f par g, but some of the result we got (like proposition 3, or the existence of the hierarchy f (n;m) ), comfort our feeling that the study of the combinatory of hypergraphs can result in a better understanding of the poset of degrees of parallelism.
A complete characterization of rst order degrees of parallelism can be considered as preliminary to the study of the decidability problem for par at higher order, which is open.
